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                    Artificial intelligence (AI) is already reshaping various industries, from medicine and education to science and finance. AI is set to disrupt yet …
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                    Starlink terminals are being sold, shipped, and used in occupied Ukraine through a complex black market that also stretches as far as Sudan, The Wall Street Journal reported. President Vladimir Putin's forces are regularly using the technology, developed by Elon Musk's SpaceX, to coordinate attacks …
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                    Jared Kushner’s Affinity Partners has invested more than $1.2 billion, much of it in firms abroad, drawing new scrutiny as his father-in-law, Donald Trump, again seeks the presidency. Jared Kushner’s investment fund is not especially large by global finance standards. But as he gets it fully up and …
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                    Social media platforms have become more than mere tools for communication. They’ve evolved into bustling arenas where truth and falsehood collide. …
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                    Truth Social is a meme stock, but its investors don't have diamond hands. By the numbers: Shares of parent company Trump Media & Technology Group fell …
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                    $21,635!
Including this week's $700, we have a starting basis of $14,000 since Aug 25th, 2022 and a profit of $7,636 (54.5%) - up $1,011...
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Geopolitics of Terror Groups: ISIS and ISIS Khorasan
By Peter Zeihan
















With the recent attack on Moscow, I received some requests to do a breakdown on the...

                    
                                    

            

        


        
        
            
                                    
                                                
                                                                    

                
                
                                        
                    The Ugly Truth About Truth Social (DJT) by Robo John Oliver
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                    Robo John Oliver sits at his desk, a giant "DJT" stock ticker flashing red behind him
Well, well, well... if it isn't everyone's favorite failed...
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Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon information that is considered to be reliable. However, neither PSW Investments, LLC d/b/a PhilStockWorld (PSW) nor its affiliates warrant its completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither PSW nor its affiliates are responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. Past performance, including the tracking of virtual trades and portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future results. Neither Phil, Optrader, or anyone related to PSW is a registered financial adviser and they may hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell based on anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great.



This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and are only intended at the moment of their issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. This material does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to you of any particular securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek professional advice.



Contact us: support@philstockworld.com
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